Data Privacy Policy

This privacy policy applies to current and former personals who have registered for I-SPIN
Basic and Pro account.
General
The collected and processed personal data of the individual will enable us to manage our
relationship with the individual and administrate the SRFI event & activities at any age level.
We are committed to being transparent about how we collect and use that data and to meet
our data protection obligations in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulations
(GDPR).
What information do we collect?
We collect and process a range of information about you through the official SRFI official
mobile app registration forms completed by you and the official SRFI scoring app. This
includes;
 Basic information - Your basic information including name, photo, photo ID, gender,
state, address and contact details, emergency contacts, date of birth,
 Secondary information - place of birth, place of current residence, profession,
interests, sponsors, coaches and social media account handles;
 details of your membership history with SRFI, including start and end dates;
 details of your SRFI events career, including participated event details, match
statistics, etc.
 details of your bank account for prize money transfers;
 certificates of events you have participated;
 pictures and videos captured during SRFI events and activities;
 details of any disciplinary or grievance procedures in which you have been involved,
including any warnings issued to you and related correspondence;
Data is stored in a range of different places, including on our secure, encrypted database, our
secure cloud-based storage folders and other IT systems including our email system.
Why do we process personal data?




maintain accurate and up-to-date records and contact details, including details of who
to contact in the event of an emergency;
promote registrants and the sport of squash, which is in the interest of both the
registrant and general public
monitor the impact and performance of the SRFI;
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operate and keep a record of disciplinary processes;
ensure effective administration;
ensure effective tournament management;
provide assistance in registration of International events and obtaining visas;
maintain and promote equality

Who has access to data?
Your information will be shared appropriately and confidentially with the respective state
association, event promoter and IT staff if access to the data is necessary for performance of
their roles.
We may also share your data with third parties with your express consent; by entering a SRFI
tournament you agree to us sharing your relevant personal data with the event promoters
for the purposes of organising the tournament. We may also share some of your data like
pictures, videos, event performance with third parties in the context of sponsorship,
donation, CSR, etc. In those circumstances the data will be subject to confidentiality
arrangements. We may also need to share your details with overseas authorities to obtain
international visa requirements for registrants participating in International events. The
purpose for sharing this data is to enable us to effectively administer our working relationship
with you and carry out the terms of our contractual obligations.
How do we protect data?
We take the security of your data seriously. We have internal policies and controls in place to
ensure as far as we can that your data is not lost, accidentally destroyed, misused or disclosed,
and is not accessed except by its employees in the performance of their duties.
Where we engage third parties to process personal data on our behalf, they do so on the basis
of written instructions and under a duty of confidentiality and are obliged to implement
appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure the security of data.
For how long do we keep data?
We will only retain your personal data for as long as necessary to fulfil the purpose for which
we collected it. To determine the appropriate retention period for personal data we consider
the amount, nature and sensitivity of the data as well as the purpose for which it was
collected.
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Your rights
As a data subject, you have a number of rights. You can:
 entirely free to decide whether or not to provide data that is marked as nonmandatory
 access and obtain a copy of your data on request;
 change incorrect or incomplete data;
 remove data collected under category - non mandatory
 stop processing data if it is inaccurate
If you would like to exercise any of these rights, please contact SRFI office –
office@indiasquash.com
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